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Abstract: Cardiovascular disease constitutes a major and increasing health burden in developed countries.
Although treatments have progressed, the development of novel treatments for patients with cardiovascular
diseases remains a major research goal. The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the cellular organelle in which
protein folding, calcium homeostasis, and lipid biosynthesis occur. Stimuli such as oxidative stress, ischemic
insult, disturbances in calcium homeostasis, and enhanced expression of normal and/or folding-defective proteins
lead to the accumulation of unfolded proteins, a condition referred to as ER stress. ER stress triggers the
unfolded protein response (UPR) to maintain ER homeostasis. The UPR involves a group of signal transduction
pathways that ameliorate the accumulation of unfolded protein by increasing ER-resident chaperones, inhibiting
protein translation and accelerating the degradation of unfolded proteins. The UPR is initially an adaptive
response but, if unresolved, can lead to apoptotic cell death. Thus, the ER is now recognized as an important
organelle in deciding cell life and death. There is compelling evidence that the adaptive and proapoptotic
pathways of UPR play fundamental roles in the development and progression of cardiovascular diseases,
including heart failure, ischemic heart diseases, and atherosclerosis. Thus, therapeutic interventions that target
molecules of the UPR component and reduce ER stress will be promising strategies to treat cardiovascular
diseases. In this review, we summarize the recent progress in understanding UPR signaling in cardiovascular
disease and its related therapeutic potential. Future studies may clarify the most promising molecules to be
investigated as targets for cardiovascular diseases. (Circ Res. 2010;107:1071-1082.)
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A

ments for patients with cardiovascular diseases remains a
major research priority.
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) comprises a complex
membranous network found in all eukaryotic cells. It plays a
crucial role in the folding of secretory and membrane proteins, calcium homeostasis, and lipid biosynthesis.3–5 ER

lthough the clinical management of heart failure has
advanced substantially,1 and prevention strategies for
atherosclerosis focused on managing the established risk
factors have progressed markedly,2 cardiovascular disease
still constitutes a major and increasing health burden in
developed countries. Thus, the development of novel treat-
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CREBH
eIF2␣
ER
ERAD
ERO1
GRP78
IB
I/R
IRE1
JNK
KO
MANF
PARM-1
PBA
PDI
PERK
PKA
ROS
SERCA
TNF
TRAF2
TRB3
TLR
UPR
XBP1

AMP-activated protein kinase
apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1
activating transcription factor
B-cell lymphoma 2
CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP) homologous
protein
cAMP response element-binding protein H
eukaryotic initiation factor-2␣
endoplasmic reticulum
endoplasmic reticulum–associated degradation
endoplasmic reticulum oxidoreductin 1
glucose-regulated protein 78 kDa
inhibitor of B
ischemia/reperfusion
inositol-requiring protein 1
c-Jun N-terminal kinase
knockout
mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor
prostatic androgen repressed message-1
phenylbutyrate
protein disulfide isomerase
protein kinase–like endoplasmic reticulum kinase
protein kinase A
reactive oxygen species
sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium-transporting ATPase
tumor necrosis factor
tumor necrosis factor receptor–associated factor 2
tribbles 3
Toll-like receptor
unfolded protein response
X box– binding protein-1

stress that disrupts ER function can occur in response to a
wide variety of cellular stressors that lead to the accumulation
of unfolded and misfolded proteins in the ER. Initially, ER
transmembrane sensors detect the accumulation of unfolded
proteins and activate transcriptional and translational pathways that deal with unfolded and misfolded proteins, known
as the unfolded protein response (UPR). However, the failure
to relieve prolonged or severe ER stress causes the cell to
undergo apoptotic cell death. Recently, adaptive and proapoptotic pathways of UPR have been implicated in the pathophysiology of human diseases, including cardiovascular diseases, neurodegenerative diseases, diabetes mellitus, obesity,
and liver diseases.3–5 In this review, we summarize the
molecular mechanisms of UPR in cardiovascular diseases and
possible therapeutic interventions targeting the components
involved in the UPR.

Endoplasmic Reticulum
The ER is the cellular organelle for the synthesis and folding
of secreted and membrane-bound proteins and the first site of
the secretory pathway.3–5 Approximately one-third of newly

synthesized proteins are translocated into the ER, where they
fold and assemble with the assistance of ER chaperones and
oxidoreductases.6 The ER lumen constitutes a specialized
environment for proper protein folding and assembly.3–5 For
instance, the ER contains the millimolar concentrations of
free calcium within the cell. Glucose-regulated protein 78
kDa (GRP78), which is the ER-located member of the family
of heat shock protein 70 molecular chaperones, promotes the
folding of hydrophobic regions in polypeptides to the interior
in a calcium-dependent manner.7 The oxidizing environment
in the ER is crucial for the formation of disulfide bonds
mediated by protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) and ER oxidoreductin (ERO)1, which serves as the terminal electron
acceptor with oxygen.8 Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated as a product of disulfide bond formation in the ER
cause oxidative stress and contribute to apoptotic cell death.9
As a consequence of this special environment, the ER is
highly sensitive to stresses that deplete its ATP or calcium
and alter the intraluminal redox status.

Adaptive and Proapoptotic Pathways of UPR
When unfolded proteins accumulate in the ER, 3 ER transmembrane sensors detect them to initiate 3 distinct UPR
branches mediated by the following molecules: protein
kinase-like ER kinase (PERK), the inositol requiring kinase
(IRE)1, and the transcription factor-activating transcription
factor (ATF)6 (Figure 1).3–5,10 These UPR sensors have N
termini in the lumen of the ER and C termini in the cytosol,
thereby connecting the ER and cytosol. All 3 sensors have
luminal domains that bind to the ER chaperone GRP78 under
normal, unstressed conditions.11 However, on ER stress,
GRP78 is released from these sensors, permitting their
oligomerization and thereby initiating the UPR to deal with
accumulated unfolded proteins. However, if the ER stress is
prolonged and/or severe, the ER initiates apoptotic cell death
signaling.12 ER sensor proteins including PERK and IRE1 are
responsible for both the adaptive and the proapoptotic pathways of UPR.12
IRE1␣ is the most fundamental ER stress sensor and is
conserved from yeast to humans. On ER stress, the dimerization and autophosphorylation of IRE1 elicit an endoribonuclease activity that specifically cleaves the mRNA encoding the transcription factor X-box binding protein (XBP)1.3–5
This unconventional splicing reaction is required for the
translation of transcriptionally active XBP1. Active (spliced)
XBP1 binds to the ER stress response element in the
promoters of a wide variety of UPR-target genes whose
products help to fold and degrade the proteins.3–5 Our recent
study demonstrated that spliced XBP1 can regulate the
expression of brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), a non–UPRtarget gene, through a novel AP1/CRE-like element in cardiomyocytes.13 Interestingly, p85␣, the regulatory subunit of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), was found to interact
with XBP1 and increase the nuclear translocation of XBP1.14
In ob/ob mice, the interaction between them is lost, resulting
in a severe defect in both the translocation of XBP1 and the
resolution of ER stress.14 These findings suggest that nonUPR and UPR genes are regulated by spliced XBP1.
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Figure 1. UPR pathways. On ER stress,
GRP78 dissociates from 3 ER transmembrane sensors including PERK,
IRE1, and ATF6, allowing their activation.
PERK phosphorylates eIF2␣, which is
dephosphorylated by GADD34, consequently shutting off protein translation.
However, paradoxically, eIF2␣ phosphorylation induces the selective translation
of a transcriptional factor ATF4 to induce
the UPR-target genes. ATF6 translocates
from ER to Golgi, in which ATF6 cleavage produces a transcriptionally active
cytosolic fragment. ATF6 activates a
subset of UPR- and non–UPR-target
genes, including XBP1. On ER stress,
activation of IRE1 elicits an endoribonuclease activity that specifically cleaves
the mRNA encoding the transcriptional
factor XBP1. This unconventional splicing reaction is required for translation of
transcriptionally active XBP1 to induce
UPR- and non–UPR-target genes.

In addition to endoribonuclease activity, IRE1␣ mediates
cell death and inflammatory signaling (Figure 2). IRE1␣
interacts with the adaptor protein tumor necrosis factor TNF
receptor–associated factor (TRAF) 2, which leads to the
activation of a mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase, apoptosis signal-regulating kinase (ASK)115,16 and
caspase 12.17,18 The ASK1 pathway contributes to the pathogenesis of heart and neurodegenerative diseases.19,20 Furthermore, IRE1␣/TRAF2 can also recruit the inhibitor of B
(IB) kinase, which mediates the activation of nuclear factor
B, suggesting that IRE1␣ might provide a link between ER
stress and inflammation.21
PERK is another ER stress sensor and a serine threonine
kinase that phosphorylates eukaryotic translation initiation
factor (eIF)2␣ on ER stress, resulting in the inhibition of most
cap-dependent translation, which requires the interaction of
certain key molecules with a special tag bound to the 5⬘-end
of mRNA, termed a cap.3–5 One example is the translational
inhibition of IB, resulting in the activation of nuclear factor
B.22 However, paradoxically, several mRNAs require the
phosphorylation of eIF2␣ for their translation. One example
is the mRNA encoding ATF4, a transcriptional factor that
binds to the promoter of the gene encoding GADD34, the
regulatory subunit of the phosphatase that dephosphorylates
eIF2␣ and restores cap-dependent translation.23 CCAAT/
enhancer-binding protein homologous protein (CHOP) is the
proapoptotic basic-leucine zipper transcription factor that is

regulated by the ATF4 and ATF6 pathways.3–5 The deletion
of the CHOP gene protects against cell death induced by a
pharmacological ER stressor, mechanical stretching and
pathophysiological stimuli, such as ischemia and pressure
overload.24 –28 Although the potential mechanisms by which
CHOP induces cell death are not well identified, one important pathway by which CHOP induces cell apoptosis is
regulation of the balance of proapoptotic and antiapoptotic
B-cell lymphoma (Bcl)-2 family proteins. CHOP represses
the expression of antiapoptotic proteins Bcl-2 and Bnip3 in
cardiomyocytes.27,29 In addition, CHOP mediates the direct
transcriptional induction and translocation to the ER membrane of Bim, a proapoptotic BH3-only protein of the Bcl-2
protein family, in conditions of ER stress.30
The third ER stress member is ATF6, a transmembrane
basic leucine zipper transcription factor.3–5 ER stress induces
the release of GRP78 from ATF6 and permits ATF6 translocation from the ER to the Golgi, where S1P- and S2Pmediated proteolytic cleavage produces a transcriptionally
active cytosolic fragment. Cleaved ATF6 binds to the ER
stress response element in the promoters of UPR target genes,
including XBP1. Recently, several ATF6-related proteins
with distinct tissue distributions were identified.31,32 Interestingly, lipopolysaccharide and cytokines activate cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB)H, which is a hepatocyte-specific ER-anchored transcription factor that
activates a subset of genes associated with inflammation but
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Figure 2. Proapoptotic pathways of
UPR. CHOP is the proapoptotic bZIP
transcription factor that is regulated
mainly by ATF4- and ATF6-dependent
pathways. CHOP represses the expression of the antiapoptotic proteins Bcl-2
and Bnip3. In addition, CHOP mediates
the direct transcriptional induction and
translocation to the ER membrane of
Bim, a proapoptotic BH3-only protein of
the Bcl-2 family, on ER stress. IRE1␣
interacts with the adaptor protein
TRAF2. The IRE1␣/TRAF2 complex interacts with ASK1, which subsequently
phosphorylates JNK. Activation of JNK
induces apoptotic cell death through the
phosphorylation of several Bcl-2 family
members. The IRE1␣/TRAF2 complex
also interacts with IB kinase, which
leads to nuclear factor B (NF-B) activation. On ER stress, procaspase 12 is
cleaved and activated, which in turn activates caspase-9/3, thereby leading to
mitochondria-independent cell death.

not UPR.31 These findings suggest that CREBH integrates the
UPR with the acute phase response. PARM-1 (prostatic
androgen repressed message 1) was shown to be induced in a
cardiac hypertrophy and subsequent heart failure model.33
PARM-1 expression is induced by ER stress, which plays a
protective role in cardiomyocytes through the regulation of
PERK, ATF6 and CHOP expression. The existence of tissuespecific UPR components allows for the response to tissuespecific stress.
Misfolded ER proteins are exported from the ER into the
cytosol by a process termed ER-associated protein degradation (ERAD) or retrotranslocation.3,34 Most ERAD substrates
are ubiquitinated and extracted by a cytosolic ATPase named
p97 before degradation by the proteasome. Defects in ERAD
cause the accumulation of misfolded proteins in the ER and
thus trigger the UPR.35

ER Stress and Cardiovascular Diseases
Experimentally, the ER environment can be perturbed by
substances such as dithiothreitol, thapsigargin, or tunicamycin, which alter the redox status, calcium levels and protein
glycosylation in the ER, respectively.36 When cells are treated
with one of these compounds, ER protein folding is impaired,
and the accumulation of unfolded proteins activates the
adaptive and proapoptotic pathways of the UPR.3–5
Pathophysiological stimuli also activate UPR. Hypoxia,
angiotensin II and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-␣ activate

adaptive and proapoptotic pathways of the UPR in cultured
cardiomyocytes.37–39 The cardiac-specific deposition of aggregated ␤-amyloid40 or polyglutamine preamyloid oligomer41 activated the component of UPR in mouse transgenic
hearts. Cyclic stretching significantly increases CHOP protein in cultured cardiomyocytes,28 and CHOP expression
increases in pressure-overloaded hearts.38 Metabolic factors
such as cholesterol, homocysteine, glucose, fatty acid, and
palmitate can also trigger ER stress.42,43 These findings
suggest that activation of UPR by pathophysiological stimuli
is involved in the development of cardiovascular diseases.

Cardiac Hypertrophy and Failure
Electron microscopic analyses have revealed that the proliferation of tubules of the ER is a common finding in
degenerated cardiomyocytes, suggesting that the ER is overloaded in this condition.44 Oxidative stress, hypoxia, and
enhanced protein synthesis found in failing hearts potentially
enhance ER stress. Indeed, in patients with heart failure, we
and others have shown the existence of spliced XBP1 and
markedly increased GRP78 expression, suggesting that UPR
activation is associated with the pathophysiology of heart
failure in humans.13,38,45 Our study also showed that mRNA
levels of ATF4 and CHOP are increased in these patients.27
Furthermore, ubiquitinated proteins are accumulated in human failing hearts.46,47 These findings suggest that protein
quality control is impaired in human failing hearts.
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In Dahl salt–sensitive rats, a high-salt diet leads to hypertension, cardiac hypertrophy, and subsequent heart failure, as
well as significant increases in both GRP78 and CHOP
expression.33 Consistent with these findings, in mice that
received transaortic constriction, GRP78 and CHOP are
upregulated.38 Interestingly, UPR activation has been found
in both hypertrophic and failing hearts, whereas the activation
of ER-initiated apoptosis CHOP, but not c-Jun N-terminal
kinase (JNK) or caspase 12, is found only in failing hearts.38
These findings suggest that UPR activation is consistently
found in hearts subjected to pressure overload. However,
when the ER stress is prolonged, the ER-initiated apoptosis
signal CHOP is activated in failing mouse hearts induced by
pressure overload. To clarify the role of CHOP in hypertrophic and subsequently failing hearts by pressure overload, we
performed transaortic constriction using CHOP knockout
(KO) mice.27 We observed that both cardiac hypertrophy and
dysfunction were attenuated in CHOP KO mice compared
with wild type. In CHOP KO mice, the enhanced phosphorylation of eIF2␣, which was attributable to the lack of
negative regulation by GADD34, may lead to the global
repression of translation. This may explain the mechanism by
which cardiac hypertrophy is reduced in pressure-overloaded
hearts of CHOP KO mice. Furthermore, microarray analysis
revealed that CHOP positively and negatively regulates
several proapoptotic and antiapoptotic molecules of the Bcl-2
family. These findings suggest that CHOP might be a
promising molecular target for the treatment of cardiac
hypertrophy and failure.
Protein accumulation resulting from the impairment of the
secretory pathway or mutant protein synthesis also causes
heart failure. In transgenic mice systemically expressing a
mutant KDEL (Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu) receptor,48 which is a
retrieval receptor for ER chaperones in the early secretory
pathway, disturbed recycling of misfolded proteins between
the ER and Golgi complex and enhanced expression of
CHOP and apoptosis were observed in the mutant hearts. The
transgenic mice exhibited dilated cardiomyopathy without
obvious findings in other tissues, suggesting that the heart
is sensitive to ER stress. The transgenic expression of
mutant proteins in neural and cardiac tissues is a good
model to test whether intracellular aggregation affects
cardiac function.40,41,49,50
Viruses exploit the translational machinery of the host cell
to synthesize their viral proteins, leading to increased folding
pressure on the ER and chaperone upregulation.51,52 Thus, it
is likely that the adaptive and proapoptotic pathways of UPR
are involved in the pathophysiology of viral myocarditis.
Furthermore, Mao et al demonstrated that ER stress plays an
important role in cardiomyocyte apoptosis and the development of dilated cardiomyopathy in rabbits immunized with a
peptide corresponding to the ␤1-aderenoceptor.53,54 These
findings suggest that the UPR plays an important role in the
pathophysiology of virus and autoimmune heart diseases.

Ischemic Heart Diseases
In a myocardium that has experienced ischemia/reperfusion
(I/R), myocardial death and severe inflammation are induced
because of the depletion of oxygen and nutrients, followed by
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the sudden burden of oxygen free radicals and production of
proinflammatory cytokines.55 Either of these stimuli can
potentially induce the adaptive and proapoptotic pathways of
UPR. Indeed, increased expression of UPR-related genes is
reported in cardiomyocytes near myocardial infarction in
mice and humans.56 –58
Martindale et al demonstrated the role of ATF6, a component of the UPR, in I/R injury using transgenic mice with
cardiac-restricted expression of a novel tamoxifen-activated
form of ATF6.59 The tamoxifen-treated transgenic mouse
hearts exhibit better functional recovery from ex vivo I/R, as
well as significantly reduced necrosis and apoptosis and
increased expression of ER-resident chaperones GRP78 and
-94. Toko et al demonstrated that the treatment of mice with
4-(2-aminoethyl) benzenesulfonyl fluoride, an inhibitor of
ATF6, further reduces cardiac function and increases the
mortality rate after myocardial infarction.58 These findings
suggest that ATF6 exerts cardioprotective effects on I/R
injury. Furthermore, Glembotski and colleagues showed that
ATF6 activation induces numerous genes in cultured cardiomyocytes, including MANF (mesencephalic astrocytederived neurotrophic factor).60 Knockdown of endogenous
MANF with microRNA increases cell death on simulated I/R,
whereas the addition of recombinant MANF to media protected the cultured cardiac myocytes from simulated I/Rmediated death.60 It was also shown that activated ATF6
induces the Derlin-3 gene, which encodes an important
component of the ERAD machinery. Overexpression of
Derlin-3 enhances ERAD and protects cardiomyocytes from
simulated ischemia-induced cell death.61
In rat neonatal cultured cardiomyocytes, hypoxia increased
XBP1 mRNA splicing and GRP78 protein levels.56 Because
infection with a recombinant adenovirus encoding dominantnegative XBP1 augments hypoxia/reoxygenation-induced apoptosis, the XBP1 arm of the UPR may play cardioprotective
roles against hypoxic insult. Vitadello et al demonstrated that
the overexpression of GRP94, the expression of which is
regulated by XBP1 and ATF6, reduces myocyte necrosis
caused by calcium overload or simulated ischemia in cardiac
H9C2 muscle cells.62 In addition, it was reported that ischemic preconditioning or postconditioning reduces cardiac
damage associated with UPR activation.63,64 In human heart
samples, Severino et al demonstrated that PDI is upregulated
3-fold in the viable periinfarct myocardial region. 65
Adenoviral-mediated PDI gene transfer to the mouse heart
results in a 2.5-fold smaller infarct size and significantly
reduces cardiomyocyte apoptosis in the periinfarct region and
the smaller left ventricular end-diastolic diameter compared
with treatment with a transgene-null adenoviral vector.
On the other hand, Terai et al demonstrated that hypoxia
induces CHOP expression and the cleavage of caspase 12;
this effect is significantly inhibited by pretreatment with a
pharmacological activator of AMP-activated protein kinase
(AMPK).37 This finding indicates that the proapoptotic pathways of the UPR are involved in cell death by hypoxic
stimuli. In addition, Nickson et al demonstrated that ER stress
induces the expression of PUMA, a proapoptotic member of
the BCL-2 family, and that the suppression of PUMA
expression leads to inhibition of cardiomyocyte apoptosis
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induced by a pharmacological ER stressor.65 Importantly, the
targeted deletion of PUMA attenuates cardiomyocyte death
and improves cardiac function during I/R periods.66 Pharmacological ER stressors can induce tribbles (TRB)3 expression
in cultured cardiomyocytes, and myocardial infarction results
in cardiac ER stress caused by the induction of TRB3.67
Cardiac-specific overexpression of TRB3 sensitizes mice to
infarct expansion and cardiomyocyte apoptosis in the infarct
border zone after myocardial infarction. Agents that inhibit
TRB3 expression or activity may lead to reduced pathological
cardiac remodeling in patients.67
Furthermore, microbes activate a transcriptional program
through Toll-like receptors (TLRs). TLR signaling modifies
both the adaptive and the proapoptotic pathways of the
UPR.68,69 TLR-mediated signaling pathways have been implicated in myocardial I/R injury.70,71 Disruption of TLR2mediated signaling may be helpful for the induction of
immediate or delayed myocardial protection from I/R injury.71 Further investigation should identify the possible involvement of TLR-ER signaling in I/R injury.

Potential Cardiotoxicity of the New
Cancer Therapy
In recent years, small-molecule inhibitors of protein kinases,
including receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors, have been
developed for cancer treatment. Interestingly, Kerkela et al
demonstrated that imatinib, the first tyrosine kinase inhibitor
to inhibit the activity of the causal fusion protein Bcr-Abl in
chronic myeloid leukemia, induces left ventricular dysfunction in the animal model and in some patients.72 In cardiomyocytes, Kerkela et al showed a relationship between c-Abl
activity and ER homeostasis, although the mechanism by
which c-Abl inhibition destabilizes the ER has not been
identified.72 This study was the first to show that ER-initiated
apoptosis signaling may be involved in the cardiotoxicity of
this anticancer drug.73
A proteasome inhibitor is another important advance in
molecular anticancer therapy for the treatment of multiple
myeloma.73 Because proteasome inhibition causes the accumulation of unfolded proteins, it will activate the UPR.
Importantly, treatment with a proteasome inhibitor is associated with a high prevalence of heart failure.74 Consistent with
that clinical report, we showed that proteasome inhibition
induces cardiomyocyte death and activates ER stress–induced
transcriptional factor ATF6, but not XBP1, leading to a
failure to upregulate ER chaperones.75 Overexpression of
GRP78 suppresses both CHOP expression and cardiomyocyte death by proteasome inhibition. These findings indicate
that proteasome inhibition perturbs ER homeostasis in cardiomyocytes without the induction of ER chaperones, thereby
inducing a cycle of cardiac damage. Chemical ER chaperones
or drugs that enhance endogenous ER chaperone function in
the heart will be promising candidates to prevent cardiotoxicity by proteasome inhibitors,76 although it is important to
recognize the possibility that chemical chaperones will promote cancer growth.
The UPR was shown to be highly induced in various
tumors and closely associated with cancer cell survival.77
There are a number of drugs under development that aim to

treat cancer by inhibiting one or more of the branches of the
UPR and enhancing ER stress.78 Careful monitoring of
cardiac function is necessary when using pharmacological
agents targeting the UPR.

Atherosclerosis
Advanced atherosclerotic plaques provide a pathophysiological environment that can cause ER stress and activate the
UPR; in this environment, oxidized lipids, inflammation, and
metabolic stress are induced.79 Indeed, ER stress is markedly
increased in endothelial cells subjected to atherosclerosisprone shear stress.80 Consistently, transcript profiles revealed
that the most abundant feature of the endothelium of all
atherosusceptible regions is the upregulation of genes associated with ER stress.81 Dong et al demonstrated that the
dysfunction of AMPK significantly increases the level of ER
stress and suppresses sarcoplasmic reticulum calciumtransporting ATPase (SERCA) activity in endothelial cells.82
These results suggest that AMPK functions as a physiological
suppressor of ER stress by maintaining SERCA activity and
intracellular Ca2⫹ homeostasis.
A growing body of evidence indicates that a key cellular
event in the conversion of benign to vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques is ER stress-induced macrophage apoptosis.83
Interestingly, macrophage and smooth muscle cells in atherosclerotic plaques produce abundant secretory proteins, which
potentially induce ER stress in these cells.79 A cause of
macrophage death is the accumulation of free cholesterol in
the ER, leading to activation of the UPR and CHOP-induced
apoptosis.84 – 86 Macrophage fatty acid-binding protein-4
(aP2), a cytosolic lipid chaperone, plays an important role in
cellular lipid metabolism and the reception of lipid signals.87
Erbay et al demonstrated that aP2 is the predominant regulator of lipid-induced macrophage ER stress and that its
absence increases bioactive lipids that render macrophages
resistant to lipid-induced ER stress.88 Another study shows
that impaired proteasome function promotes features of a
more rupture-prone plaque phenotype in apolipoprotein
(Apo)E KO mice.89 These findings suggest that ER stress
is closely involved in the development of atherosclerosis
and that ER-related molecules are promising candidates for
therapy.
We investigated the association between the ER stress and
plaque rupture in 152 human coronary artery autopsy samples. We found a strong association between ER stress
markers such as CHOP and GRP78 and ruptured atherosclerotic plaques in human coronary artery lesions,90 suggesting
that ER stress is likely involved in the development of plaque
rupture in humans. Importantly, Thorp et al provide direct
evidence for a causal link between the ER-initiated apoptosis
signaling of CHOP and plaque necrosis.91 It was shown that
plaque necrosis and lesion apoptosis are markedly reduced in
the CHOP-deficient mice mated with ApoE KO or lowdensity lipoprotein receptor KO atherosclerotic mice.91

Targeting UPR As Potential Therapy in
Cardiovascular Diseases
There are 2 main approaches to targeting the UPR for the
treatment of cardiovascular diseases. The first approach
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Drugs Affecting UPR and ER-Initiated Apoptosis Signaling

Drug

Mechanism of Action

Potential Indication

Phenylbutyrate

Chemical chaperone

Cardioprotection28,119; atherosclerosis prevention88

Tauroursodeoxycholic acid

Chemical chaperone

Cardioprotection; atherosclerosis prevention88

GRP78 induction

Cardioprotection

BiP inducer X

76

Curcumin104

GRP94 induction

Cardioprotection

Salubrinal93

Prevention of eIF2a dephosphorylation

Cardioprotection; prevention of cardiac hypertrophy

Sunitinib96

IRE1 activation

EN460

ERO1 inhibitor

ROS reduction125

Fused heterocyclic compound

ASK1 inhibitor

Cardioprotection4,126

SP600125

Prevention of CHOP induction by stretch

Prevention of cardiac hypertrophy/failure28 and atherosclerosis

SB203580

CHOP phosphorylation

Prevention of cardiac hypertrophy/failure28 and atherosclerosis

Prevention of CHOP induction

Prevention of cardiac hypertrophy/failure28,39 and atherosclerosis

CS-866

Reduction of ER stress by pressure-overload

Cardioprotection38

Pravastatin

Reduction of ER stress by pressure-overload

Cardioprotection39

Reduction of ER stress

Cardioprotection; atherosclerosis prevention

Reduction of ER stress by AMPK activation

Cardioprotection37,121; atherosclerosis prevention82,122

Proteasome activation and assembly

Cardioprotection107; atherosclerosis prevention

TNF-␣ antibody
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Pioglitazone120
AICAR; metformin
Isoproterenol

AICAR indicates 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxyamide-1-␤-D-ribofuranoside.

involves activating components of the adaptive pathway of
the UPR to deal with the stress. The second approach is to
deactivate the components of the proapoptotic pathways of
UPR. Although targeting the UPR components seems promising as a potential therapy for cardiovascular diseases, there
are several limitations in our knowledge. For example, the ER
stress sensors IRE1␣ and PERK elicit signaling to maintain
ER homeostasis and to induce cell death. Unfortunately, at
the present time, the mechanisms by which the signaling
switches from cell survival to death are not fully understood.
Thus, we cannot know the precise moment to activate or
inhibit ER stress sensor proteins for treatment. Although
these limitations suggest that it is still at an early stage for
potential therapeutic use, the alteration of UPR activation or
the reduction of ER stress are still promising therapeutic
goals.

Pharmacological Agents Targeting
UPR Component
Pharmacological agents that directly activate or deactivate
UPR components will be potentially useful in treating cardiovascular diseases (Table). Potential components of the
UPR and ERAD, such as ATF6, IRE1, spliced XBP1, PERK,
eIF2␣, and the proteasome, could be good initial targets for
therapeutic design. For example, activation of ATF6 may
exert cardioprotective effects against I/R injury.36,56,58 – 61,92
We have demonstrated that enhanced phosphorylation of
eIF2␣ may lead to repressed global protein synthesis and
attenuated cardiac hypertrophy in pressure-overloaded hearts
of CHOP KO mice,27 suggesting that enhanced phosphorylation of eIF2␣ would be a novel therapeutic target for the
prevention of cardiac hypertrophy. Salubrinal is a small
molecule that prevents dephosphorylation of eIF2␣.93 This
compound significantly increases the Grp78/Bip ER chaperone levels and results in attenuated caspase-4 – dependent
apoptosis in A␤-treated neurons.40,94 Although this chemical

strategy could be beneficial for treating cardiac hypertrophy,
we note that different cell types respond differently to
salubrinal.95 Korennykh et al demonstrated that several kinase
inhibitors, including sunitinib, can directly activate IRE1,
leading to XBP-1 splicing and a reduction in ER stress.96
However, we note that patients receiving sunitinib, especially
those with a previous history of hypertension and coronary
heart disease, are at increased risk for cardiovascular events
and should be monitored for exacerbations of their hypertension and for evidence of LVEF dysfunction during treatment.97,98 Thus, it may be of therapeutic value to separate the
intended function of kinase inhibitors from the unintended
activation of IRE1. Finally, the UPR components are broadly
expressed, and augmentation or inhibition of their activity
may lead to unintended toxicity if the agent is not selectively
delivered to the cell type or organ of interest.99 Targeting
cell-specific ER component such as CREBH or PARM-1
would be a good strategy.
Although there are no pharmacological agents targeting
CHOP, experimental results suggest that the development of
CHOP inhibitors would attenuate cardiac hypertrophy and
failure and prevent atherosclerosis.27,91 CHOP activates
ERO1␣, which catalyzes reoxidation of PDI, resulting in the
production of hydrogen peroxide.100,116 ROS generated as a
byproduct of disulfide bond formation in the ER cause
oxidative stress and contribute to apoptotic cell death.9,101
ERO1␣ may thus be an important mediator of apoptosis
downstream of CHOP. Ron and colleagues report that the
inhibitor EN460 interacts selectively with the reduced, active
form of ERO1␣ and prevents its reoxidation.102 This selectivity is explained by the rapid reversibility of the reaction of
EN460 with unstructured thiols, in contrast to the formation
of a stable bond with ERO1␣. Moreover, both the antioxidant
N-acetylcysteine and the ER stress inhibitor tauroursodeoxycholic acid reverse the reduced cardiomyocyte contractile
function elicited by the oxidative stress inducer menadi-
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one.103 Curcumin and masoprocol can serve as lead candidate
prophylactics for ROS induced ER stress as they preserve the
functional integrity of the PDI.104 Genetic or chemical intervention to reduce ROS levels improves protein folding and
cell survival and may provide an avenue to treat and/or
prevent cardiovascular diseases.9
Pharmacological agents that indirectly target the UPR and
ERAD pathways will also be promising. Cyclic stretching
significantly increased CHOP protein levels; this increase is
reduced by the addition of JNK inhibitor SP600125 or TNF-␣
antibody 30 minutes before the stretch stimuli.28 An inhibitor
of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase, SB203580, abolished the stress-inducible in vivo phosphorylation of
CHOP.105 Thus, these findings suggest that mitogen-activated
protein kinase inhibitors may modify components of the UPR
pathways. Finally, a fused heterocyclic compound is now
under development to inhibit ASK1 activity, a downstream
signal of IRE1, because ASK1 is involved in cardiac hypertrophy and failure.20,106 Interestingly, we have demonstrated
that ischemic preconditioning and activation of protein kinase
A with isoproterenol or forskolin enhance proteasome assembly and activity.107 Because proteasome inhibition promotes
atherosclerosis and cardiac dysfunction,46,89 protein kinase A
activators may attenuate ER-initiated apoptosis signaling
through enhanced proteasome function.

Chemical ER Chaperones
GRP78 is the ER homolog of HSP70 proteins with a
conserved ATPase domain and a peptide-binding domain.7,108
As a chaperone, GRP78 recognizes and binds to proteins with
hydrophobic residues in the unfolded regions.7,108 GRP94
shares common transcriptional regulatory elements with the
GRP78 promoter and is coordinately regulated with GRP78.
It is reasonable to speculate that overexpression of ERresident chaperone aids in the folding of proteins and attenuation of ER stress.109 Indeed, overexpression of GRP78/94
attenuates ER stress and cardiac damage by I/R62 or proteasome inhibition.62,75,110 Furthermore, ischemic preconditioning protects hearts against I/R injury associated with the
increased expression of GRP78.63 Consistent with this observation, a small chemical induces GRP78 and protects against
ER stress in neurons.76
One promising approach is the use of pharmacological
agents, such as small chemical chaperones, which can stabilize proteins in their native conformation and rescue mutant
protein folding and/or trafficking defects.111,112 Sodium phenylbutyrate (PBA) is approved for the chronic adjunctive
treatment of certain urea cycle disorders.113 It also functions
as a chemical chaperone because of the preferential hydration
of the exposed polypeptide backbones and side chains of
partially unfolded structures.114,115 PBA is now used in the
clinical setting for the treatment of diseases associated with
protein misfolding, such as ␣1-antitrypsin deficiency and
cystic fibrosis.114,115 Ozcan et al have shown that chemical
chaperones reduce ER stress and restore glucose homeostasis
in a mouse model of type 2 diabetes.116 Erbay et al have
shown that ER modification by chemical chaperones in
macrophages and adipocytes has therapeutic efficacy against
atherosclerosis in mouse models.88 Furthermore, PBA rescues

ER stress–induced suppression of APP proteolysis and prevents apoptosis in neuronal cells117 and inhibits adipogenesis
by modulating the UPR.118 Although the authors did not
check the UPR pathways, PBA also protects against
doxorubicin-induced cardiac injury.119 Because PBA is clinically approved for some diseases,113 it will be fascinating to
test its efficacy in humans with cardiovascular disease.
However, we must emphasize that there are several limitations with these chemicals because of the high doses needed
to produce the desired effect. Further studies will be required
to elucidate how these chemical chaperones promote protein
folding and to develop their analogs with desirable pharmacokinetics for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases.

Clinically Approved Pharmaceutical Agents
Some pharmacological agents used in clinical settings may
affect UPR pathways. In pressure-overloaded hearts, we
found that increased expression of CHOP was partially
inhibited by an angiotensin II type 1 receptor antagonist.38
Additionally, cardiac expression of TNF-␣ is increased in
pressure-overloaded hearts, and TNF-␣ induces ER stress in
cultured neonatal rat cardiomyocytes; both of these effects
are significantly inhibited by pravastatin.39 The antidiabetic
agent pioglitazone suppresses ER stress in the liver, which
may in part explain the pharmacological effects of pioglitazone in reducing insulin resistance.120
Pharmaceutical agents that activate AMPK are other promising agents. Activation of AMPK reduces cardiac ER stress
and prevents the progression of heart failure in dogs.37,121
Furthermore, the reduction of AMPK activity increases ER
stress and atherosclerosis in vivo.82,122 Tempol, which restores SERCA activity and decreases oxidized SERCA levels,
markedly reduces the level of ER stress in mouse aortic
endothelial cells from AMPK␣2-deficient mice. Finally, oral
administration of tauroursodeoxycholic acid, a chemical
chaperone that inhibits ER stress, significantly reduces both
ER stress and aortic lesion development in low-density
lipoprotein receptor– and AMPK␣2-deficient mice.82,122
These findings suggest that AMPK activators may reduce ER
stress associated with the improvement of cardiovascular
disease. Activation of the receptor for glucagon-like
peptide-1 reduces ER stress in pancreatic ␤ cells.123 Because
the glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor is expressed throughout
the mouse cardiovascular system,124 it will be interesting to
investigate its effects on cardiovascular disease.

Concluding Remarks
Although understanding the pathophysiological role of ER
stress in cardiovascular diseases has progressed in recent
years, future research needs to address several critical questions. (1) To what extent are the adaptive and proapoptotic
pathways of the UPR involved in the pathophysiology of
cardiovascular disease? (2) If we activate or deactivate
components of UPR, will it improve disease condition? (3)
Can we really regulate the cell survival and death signal
involved in the UPR? (4) How can we deliver the agent to the
targeted tissues? The improved understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms of the UPR in cardiovascular

Minamino et al
diseases will provide new targets for drug discovery and
therapeutic intervention.
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